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Aug 23, 2020 Leica Geomatics. GeoOffice.rar Category:Computing by companyQ: Entity Framework Core 3.1 Conditional
loading based on a value in an association I have a case where I'm trying to eager load a property based on whether the item is
currently being edited. I'm using Entity Framework Core 3.1, and have made a simple example of the issue I'm having below

public class Post { public int PostId { get; set; } public virtual Comment Comment { get; set; } public virtual User CreatedBy {
get; set; } public Post() { Comments = new List(); } } public class User { public int UserId { get; set; } public string Email { get;
set; } public User() { Comments = new List(); } } public class Comment { public int CommentId { get; set; } public virtual User

CreatedBy { get; set; } } // Initialize data var post = _dbContext.Posts.Where(p => p.PostId > 1); var user =
_dbContext.Users.Where(u => u.UserId > 2); var comment = _dbContext.Comments.Where(c => c.CommentId > 3); var

editableUser = user.Single(user => user.Email.Equals("me@me.com")); // Find a post where the user is the user being edited var
editablePost = post.Single(post => post.User == editableUser); // The editable post has two comments, one assigned to the user

and the other assigned to the user's supervisor. // It also has one comment in a different user. foreach (var comment in
editablePost.Comment.ToList()) { // Do something here } While the editableUser is correct, the editablePost.Comment.ToList()

is always empty. What I need to
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Pro-12 Pro.rar Rar3340 Respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV) is the most common etiologic agent of lower

respiratory tract disease in infants and children
worldwide. It is estimated that 40-90% of children
get RSV infection during the first 2 years of life

(Smith, R. C. and Falsey, A. R. “Respiratory
syncytial virus infection of the upper and lower

respiratory tract,” in Viral Infections of Humans, 4th
Edition, A. R. Falsey, Ed., Plenum Publishing Corp.,

N.Y., pp. 459-487 (1992)). The disease is
characterized by bronchiolitis and pneumonia, and is
often associated with fever, crying, and poor feeding.
RSV is the primary cause of infantile pneumonia and
bronchiolitis, and second only to influenza in causing
pneumonia in adults over 40 years old (Falsey A R.

Respiratory syncytial virus infection of the upper and
lower respiratory tract, in Viral infections of

Humans, 4th Edition, pp. 459-487, ed. A. R. Falsey,
Plenum Publishing Corporation, N.Y. (1992)). RSV
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is a member of the family Paramyxoviridae,
subfamily Pneumovirinae, and genus Pneumovirus.

The attachment (G) glycoprotein of the virus
functions in host cell recognition and attachment, and

subsequent fusion of the viral and cell membranes
(Walsh et al., 1987, J. Virol. 61: f678ea9f9e
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